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and Federal lots that we have measured consistently center 
about the min. +2 level. 

We felt that part of our DLU problem miqht be related to 
this lonqer case lenqth in combination with the runniriq of 

our chambers to the min. side of the tolerance. 

In an attempt to establish a relationship between the 
cartridqe lenqth, the min. chambers, and the DLU problem, 

we conducted a short test usinq chambers at min. +l to 
min. +5, and cartridqes at min. +3 to min. +8. It was 
a quick test, with only five rounds shot per combination,_, 

and to our surprise we found no siqnificant rela.t~Rl'.lship~h 
•·.::··. ·l_.,. 

between the shell length, the chamber length.!,; and ~~R~:.'., ~h 83 . 

DLU problem. We are planning some m~!-~t~st~1 to :~o.~$~, ',~~~;;J'.l:·tr~· 
check the results, but at this ti~~- ·"1'£'"~~~sn•e~'.::1PP~~~' td~~~- , ..... 
be a problem on the Model 7 4.QO. ·rt \~~. ·~h ~~: 

., :~:'.;~~~~: :i·~=-:~. ·~,:~. '~~:} -.!-

However, there has b~~J'f'~Bine ''~Jift.~~~~);_testitt.% do~~ on the 
-~·.·:· ·:~. 1C::'.:l-1· •. 1'.!_~~ .,. 

Model 700 tha~,,$_oes·.:/incl;;c::,~\te ·f.pe l~er cartridges can 
cause a prq~iL~;.·,:'8~ d~~.s~·~'hard ;.,e<n this bolt action rifle. 

Thi~,~~s ·;~~i~~, look~~ ~~\~8·~-~:'~bl~~ely by Process Engineering. 
Program ~.A?;~·#·.- -~t\ ·:?::. )~~ ~i~.-e~ 

5 •<, tnte;rpgang~ab¥j3,J,,.:J;~~?!'ests and Measurements of Suspect 
''···· ;,~\, d.'nents'i\foti~~'i!he DOESN'T LOCK UP problem. 
i[ ~.;.--i "!=- ·.; <> -:, .c· , .:~ 

•• ,,~,§:~,.. ~1k'~;:·;:· '.'.'.;~In·;\~his program we have attempted to _isolate the major 
..... ,.. •• , •• \'.-1.. ':!-...:. ··1.-~~~~ ·-=.' -~--j 

.~F' · '\:t ··;~~. ''A~;;tsom~nent or components that are the source of the DLU 
-~~~ -~(.. \(·. 0::1>~~~ • 

_;/r·:~~;~.,~~· ;t:~ li~ .. +.. iila.lfunction. Ten good quns and ten bad were tested and 

1,~ 1~fa. ,ff,?' then the barrel assemblies were interchanged and the guns 
·~~. )~ -,1;;~1;,.,:;<!'' were retested. 
·~~~~'' L j~f' 

~~-·t.,.,,~,/" 
·.~,~;.··:·~].' 
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Program 
6. 

The results are somewhat ambiguous, but in general, the DLU 

malfunction does seem to follow the barrel assemblies. 
Measurements of the chambers indicate that the barrels 
which had the malfunctions were toward the min. side of 

the tolerance. All indications so far are that the DLO 

problem is located somewhere in the chamber area. 

Interchangeability Test en the Mi400 STEi.~ OVERRIDE 
Malfunction Problem 

Previous testing on guns that established both high and low 
malfunction rates for SOR's allowed us to use these guns for 
high speed film work to stucy the conditions under whic~ 
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